MOUNTAIN UPDATE:

After years of hoping, wishing and planning, we are excited to announce that Bluewood now has a webcam!

Actually, not just one webcam, but two of them— one at the base and one at the summit!

Installed this week by our friends at Fire, Weather & Avalanche Center, these webcams will provide a look at what's happening around the mountain now and throughout the season.

We're still ironing out details, such as power issues, but right now, this evening, the images are available at https://bluewood.com/webcams.

The webcams are set to shut off at 5:59p and start up again at 8a every morning until Bluewood opens for the season (when the generators supply full-time power).

During our soft launch, the webcams may be up or down, depending on how long batteries last.

We just couldn't wait to share the news with you!

@fireweatheravalanche #bluewood #skibluewood #webcam #baseview #summityurt #summitview
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Fire, Weather & Avalanche Center
Looking forward to having these new webcams in the Northern Blues!
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Ski Bluewood
Thank you so much for your expertise in the planning, installation and ongoing support of these webcams.
What a great addition on the mountain!
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Kathy Rogers Orr
Awesome!!
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James Bernasconi
Excellent
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Katie Avila
Woohoo!!!
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Ski Bluewood
added an event.

October 22 at 7:26 PM

Get Ready, Tri-Cities: Season Pass Pick Up

Sporhaus · Kennewick, WA

You like Ski Bluewood
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Ski Bluewood added an event.

October 22 at 7:12 PM
Get Ready, Walla Walla: Season Pass Pick Up
Burwood Brewing Company · Walla Walla, WA
See you like Ski Bluewood
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Ski Bluewood added 6 new photos to the album: 15-16" over the weekend! — with Chance McDaniel.

October 21 at 11:55 AM
Some sweet views from around the mountain on Monday morning, 10/21.

15-16" over the weekend!
6 Photos
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What a view from the top this morning. It was snowing for a while too!

Getting the safety guard for the Skyline lift engine in top shape today.👍

#bestmaintenancecrew #bluewood
Ski Bluewood added an event.

October 10 at 3:06 PM

Blurwood Snow Party
Burwood Brewing Company · Walla Walla, WA
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